Photoacoustic detection of triplet state and singlet oxygen in highly absorbing samples.
A photoacoustic (PA) effect theory taking into account two heat sources corresponding to the radiationless relaxation processes of two states of different lifetimes and to the heat diffusion across the sample is herewith presented. Results obtained demonstrate that the amplitude and the phase of the PA signal depend on the sample's thermal properties, on its optical absorption coefficient, on the lifetime of the long-lived excited state, and on the ratio of the two heat sources. This ratio can be expressed as a function of the product of the energy of the excited state times the quantum yield of its production. Simulations of PA amplitude and phase variations vs light modulation frequency exhibit new features of the PA signal:phase inversion and fast decrease of the amplitude. Experimental verifications were carried out on solutions and gels. Fitting of the amplitude and phase variations allow us to measure the lifetime and conversion yield of the intermediate state which can be a triplet state or singlet oxygen, O2(1 delta g). The addition of an acceptor, specific to O2(1 delta g), induces changes in the amplitude of the PA signal which can be used to study the production and deactivation of this excited form of oxygen. This work demonstrates the usefulness of PA in the detection of metastable excited states such as the triplet state and singlet oxygen and in their quantitative analysis.